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Praise for The Far Republics

The Far Republics is expansive—an exuberant sensibility, but rueful. The public poems relish detail—all 

the brand names of the time are woven into a private living-as-it-goes account that also can’t forget

what could have been. You can’t help but being swept into the flood.                    —Dennis Schmitz

Whether he is addressing his departed friend(s) . . . or the great swell of the Pacific Ocean that haunts 

his dreams, the voice is always the same, modest and direct. This is a humble poetry of great truths and 

profound emotions . . .                                                                       —Philip Levine, writing in Ploughshares

Christopher Buckley’s gift for wide-ranging thinking meshes so gracefully with lovingly tender details; 

he feels like a companion voice for all time—a Hikmet, a Neruda, yes.                   — Naomi Shihab Nye

. . . just like watching a Francis Ford Coppola movie where all the details are exact, all the details make

it true. Buckley . . . makes sure you are hearing the right sound, fills the mirror in the corner with the

proper reflection, colours in the edges of the image until you are there breathing it in. Buckley’s poems

are small stories that spin out so large you can’t help but get caught up in the vortex . . .   

—Michael Dennis, Today’s Book of Poetry reviewing 

Star Journal: Selected Poems in the James Dickey Review 
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